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FOX NEWS FLASH  

Giving COVID vaccine to kids under five does not 'make
sense' in most cases, says Dr. Makary

Makary says most children 'already immune' through past infections
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By Fox News Staff | Fox News

Dr. Makary on COVID vaccines for young kids: 'We're talking about immunizing those who are already immune'
Fox News contributor Dr. Marty Makary discredits the White House's push to vaccinate young children against COVID-19, citing that most have
already contracted the virus.
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Fox News contributor Dr. Marty Makary pushed back against White House COVID response
coordinator Dr. Ashish Jha's calls for children under age five to be vaccinated against COVID-19.
Makary told telling "Fox & Friends First" host Todd Piro Monday it "does not make sense" for most
kids and that giving vaccinations to this age group would mean immunizing 80 to 90 percent who
are already immune to the virus.

BIDEN ADMIN SAYS COVID VACCINE MAY BE AVAILABLE TO CHILDREN UNDER 5 BY LATE JUNE

DR. MARTY MAKARY: For kids with a special medical condition, I would say it's a good idea [to get
vaccinated] if they've not had COVID in the past, but for the vast majority of healthy kids, the case
may be there, but it's certainly not compelling. If you look at the fact that 75% of kids had COVID as
of a CDC study back in February and Omicron has been ubiquitous since then, 80 to 90 plus percent
of kids have already had COVID. So we're talking about immunizing those who are already immune
for a lot of people. That just does not make sense.

WATCH THE FULL INTERVIEW BELOW

This article was written by Fox News staff.
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1 reply

Only makes sense if the goal is to make a child's innate immune system ine�ective the

rest of their life.

A child is born with an immature immune system.  It needs exposure to virus' to

strengthen. (Edited)

Reply 18

1 reply

G Girtiegirl · 2 days ago

Giving the covid vaccine to anyone now does not make sense.  The virus has morphed

into less dangerous types that the vaccine does not prevent.

Reply 31 2

throughthelens · 2 days ago

Why inject your kid with poison? The vaccine never worked. I know so many people

vaxxed and boosted that have had Covid twice post vaxx. Tell me how it’s e�ective? With

a 99% survival rate, there is no need for a vaccine. The unvaccinated members of our

family have only had it once.

Reply 19

1fordtech1 · 2 days ago

Covid is DONE. All you are doing is making the vaccine makers wealthy and the politicians

taking money from them.

Reply 20 2

N netbetwin · 2 days ago

It makes sense to the pharmaceutical companies. And a whole lot of 🤑

Reply 16

badteacher62 · 2 days ago

Giving a Covid vaccine to any healthy person under the age of 65 doesn't make sense,

given it doesn't really work.

Reply 14

J justpassingas938 · 2 days ago

It’s all about the $$$….My kids are grown but if they weren’t I wouldn’t be getting them

vaccinated. (Edited)

Reply 11
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M
mountainmimi

· 2 days ago

These people even thinking about giving this bio weapon to children need to be arrested

for crimes against humanity. Pharmaceuticals creating and making this bio weapon

needs to be arrested. We need justice against this insanity.

Reply 22 1

corky666 · 2 days ago

This is all about money.  The more vaccine P�zer sells the higher there stock price goes.

Every politician in Washington is heavily invested in P�zer stock.  

Bernie would be proud if this Ponzi scheme!

Reply 8

M mistered61 · 2 days ago

The last thing anyone needs is any experimental mRNA gene therapy jab, and especially

not children!!!   The strong delusion that has gripped the nation & now world is

miraculous.   No doubt, we are living in the last days as predicted by Jesus.

Reply 11
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